
PRO 2 EVO  HUBS
FRONT QR, 9mm, 15mm 20mm, MAVERICK,  REAR QR, 10mm, 12mm, X12, 135mm, 150mm

USAGE:

DESCRIPTION:
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The now proven range of Pro2 hubs have gone from strength 
to strength since they were launched. Countless tests,  
reviews and of course rider feedback have shown that the Pro2 is 
everything that we designed it to be.

We have a couple of noticeable changes on the hubs now - first one 
is that they all now run stainless steel bearings throughout, bringing  
them inline with Pro3. These means longer life, smoother, free run-
ning and even more value for money. With the bearing change 
comes a new axle. The old 15mm axle is now replaced with a 
17mm version. This means total compatibility with Maxle and Maxle 
Lite (reg) 12mm bolt through. 

This hub features a one piece 7075 aluminium rotor body and pawl 
carrier. Four pawls engage into a twenty-four tooth steel ratchet 
which is fixed into the hub shell and is sealed with a frictionless, non 
contact labyrinth seal. The axle runs on five cartridge bearings. All 
Pro2 hubs are standard 6 bolt disc compatible.

The hub shell is machined from a solid billet of 2014 T6  
aluminium.

The following types are available and can be interchanged with  
additional spacers/axles which are available separately:
 - Front QR
 - Front 9mm
 - Front 20mm
 - Front 15mm
 - Front Maverick fork
 - Rear QR
 - Rear 10mm Saint
 - Rear 12mm (135)
 - Rear 10mm Bolt in (135)
 - Syntace X12 142mm
 - The rear hub is also available in 12mm/150mm wide (note  
 this is a new hub. Not a conversion) and also a trials / 
 singlespeed (see separate page)

MEDIA: 
“robust and reliable with unique versatility and excellent pricing” 
What MTB
“good looking, strong and sensibly light” MBUK
“easy to service and Hope’s product backup is legendary for going 
well beyond the call of duty” What MTB
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SPEC:
CNC machined in Barnoldswick, England 
Built and hand finished in UK 
Bearing type: Stainless. (61804, 1728, 
  61803, 61903)
Hub Body: 2014 T6 aluminium
Colours: Silver, Black, Red, Blue,   
  Gold & Gunsmoke
Hole Drilling: 28*, 32, 36
Cassette body: Aluminium
Ratchet type: 4 pawl (24t engagement)
Weight: Front  185g (QR)
  Rear 285g (QR)
  * not on 150/12mm

Steel freehub bodies for the pro2 are available 
as an aftermarket part. They come complete 
with bearings, pawls, springs etc.
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